Parking Garage

- The garage is located under Halls A-C at the north end of the complex.
- FMMS attendees should park in Rows A-D if possible to be closest to the stairs (near rows A-B) or the elevators (Rows C-E).
- There is a lower parking level P2 with ramp in back near Row C.
- Exhibitors that are bringing booth materials in should park in rows C-E and then use the elevator up to ground level. Exhibitors should head down to Hall E to get the elevator up to the Ballroom 20 area.

Elevators to the left, stairs up to Halls C-D to the right.
Getting to Ballroom 20

- Head up the stairs from P1 or P2 that exit near Hall C entrance then continue straight to Hall E door.
Getting to Ballroom 20

- Head up the escalator to the right of Hall E entrance or straight ahead to the elevator